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New Itsa

New Itsa is an easy-going, simple, boxlike chair with perfect 
ergonomics designed to add comfort and simplicity to 
your workspaces. The oblong seat and back designed with 
chamfered edges are constructed of moulded polyurethane 
foam encompassing the structure of moulded compressed wood 
which is later finished in the upholstery of choice. The waterfall 
edge profile of the seat gives added support to the knees of 
the User. One of this chair’s appealing elements is its very 
grounded flower-shaped revolving base made by embossing 
sheet metal. New Itsa family of task chairs includes a variety 
ranging from cushioned back in low and medium heights to 
mesh back with a choice of colours and our Signature PVC and 
Jute woven backs.





New Itsa

The New Itsa chair’s main essence is its triangular hollow arm 
structure; these chairs give an impressive see-through feeling 
when placed in a row. A solid metal section is bent to form this 
triangle. The armrest can be made in handcrafted solid wood 
with a choice of stain colours or the regular black polyurethane.



The New Itsa family also include a wide range of static chairs, in 
variations of with and without arms which can be used for the 
Visitors and Multipurpose seating. These chairs are more compact 
than the revolving task chairs and can also be used for the cosy 
urban cabins.
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